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Worksheet 6: 

Fill in the blanks with the proper word from the word bank. Some 

words are repeated for better understanding. 

 

 

1. They put up a rope near the ______________ of the canyon so 

visitors would not get to close and fall. 

2. How fast can you ______________ up the 1,000 stairs to the 

top? 

3. The CEO has four ______________, each with his or her own 

job to help him out. 

4. This jacket is too ______________; I am not even able to move 

my arms around while wearing it. 

5. All of the family’s belongings got ______________ in the fire 

last night. 

mounting      assistant     ledge       scorched       stiff      primitive         

meagre         mount         scorch      assistants    ledges    stiffly 
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6. James, her little brother, stood ______________ on stage 

during the choir concert, not even moving an inch. 

7. You only have on a ______________ amount of clothing for how 

cold it is outside; Go put on an extra jacket and a hat. 

8. Perhaps his ______________ can deliver the mail for him and 

answer his calls while he is in the staff meeting. 

9. “Stay away from all of the ______________,” the travel guide 

said to his group. “I don’t want anyone twisting an ankle or falling.” 

10. He is not a fan of learning about all the ______________ 

stuff that took place so long ago in history class. 

11. The desert seems to ______________ everything that comes 

through, leaving it blackened and burned. 

12. I am tired of ______________ up this. Can we please take a 

ten-minute break?  
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Answer Key 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Worksheet 6 

1. ledge 

2. mount 

3. assistants 

4. stiff 

5. scorched 

6. stiffly 

7. meagre 

8. assistant 

9. ledges 

10. primitive 

11. scorch 

12. mounting  


